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Abstract

The performance of writer-independent unconstrained
handwriting recognition is severely affected by variations
in writing style. In a segmentation-free approach based on
Hidden-Markov models we, therefore, use multiple recog-
nition models specialized to specific writing styles in order
to improve recognition performance. As the explicit defi-
nition of writing styles is not obvious we propose an un-
supervised clustering procedure that estimates Gaussian
mixture models for writing styles in a completely data-
driven manner and thus implicitly establishes classes of
writing styles. On a challenging writer-independent un-
constrained handwriting recognition task our two stage
recognition approach – first performing a writing style
classification and then using a style-specific writing model
for decoding – achieves superior performance compared
to a single style-independent baseline system.

Keywords: unconstrained handwriting, segmentation-
free recognition, writing-style model.

1. Introduction

The writer independent recognition of unconstrained
handwriting is still an extremely challenging task. In
contrast to easier recognition problems, dealing with un-
constrained handwriting means that no restrictions on the
writing style are imposed. Therefore, data might contain
hand printed or cursively written words or a mixture of
those two basic writing styles. However, “hand printed”
or “cursive” are neither well defined nor can those pro-
totypic styles be considered extremes between which all
style variation takes place. Furthermore, it is hard to draw
a boundary between writing style variation and the pecu-
liarities in appearance introduced by idiosyncrasies of a
specific writer. A few examples of writing styles found in
the IAM database [5] are shown in Figure 1

For capturing the large degree of variation statisti-
cal approaches to unconstrained handwriting recognition
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Figure 1 . Examples of writing styles
proved very effective. These so-called “segmentation-
free” methods first convert words or text lines into linear
sequences of feature vectors by applying a local analysis
scheme. Subsequently, the feature stream is analyzed by a
statistical writing model based on Hidden-Markov Models
(HMMs).

Though these approaches are quite successful there is
no doubt that a statistical model for unconstrained writer
independent data has to account for a substantial variation
in the feature representation of handwritten texts, as no
effective style normalization procedures are known. The
methods for baseline, slant, or size normalization usually
applied during preprocessing can only reduce some as-
pects of style variation. However, the more variation a
statistical model has to account for the more its overall
modeling quality will be adversely affected.

A very promising method for improving the perfor-
mance is to use multiple models for describing subsets
of the data exhibiting similar types of variation1. A well
known example from automatic speech recognition is the
separate modeling of male and female speech. For hand-
writing recognition a starting point could be to estimate
separate models for hand printed and cursively written
text. However, how should mixtures of those basic styles
and data not easily associated with a specific writing style
be handled?

1An extreme version of this method would be to train writer-
dependent models which is rarely feasible because of insufficient train-
ing data and the fact that the identity of writers can not be known ex-
haustively beforehand in most applications.



In order to circumvent the problem of defining writing
styles explicitly, we propose an unsupervised procedure
for estimating style models automatically from training
data. For every writing style identified by this clustering
approach a separate writing model is established. In or-
der to avoid problems of data-sparseness the style-specific
writing models are adapted versions of a general style-
independent baseline model. In the recognition phase first
the style models are used to select the appropriate writing
model which then is applied to segmenting the data.

In the following section we will first review some rel-
evant related work. Then we will describe the overall ap-
proach of writing style specific modeling of unconstrained
handwriting. The unsupervised estimation of style models
and the creation of style-adapted writing models, which
are the two major processing steps involved, are described
in detail in section 5 and 6, respectively. Results on a
challenging recognition task that demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our approach are presented in section 7.

2. Related Work

In on-line handwriting recognition many systems use
template-like representations of stroke sequences for iso-
lated characters as the writing model. For such a repre-
sentation it is crucial to capture all relevant variations in
appearance of writing – which can be considered to be the
style variations – with the prototypical character shapes
stored – the so-called allographs. As the manual definition
of such allograph models is error prone and requires sub-
stantial effort several approaches exist for deriving allo-
graph models automatically by applying a clustering pro-
cedure to the training samples available for every charac-
ter class [1, 2, 9, 10].

In a segmentation-free approach to off-line handwrit-
ing recognition a method for deriving allograph HMMs by
an unsupervised clustering procedure was proposed in [6].
However, to our knowledge no statistical off-line recogni-
tion approaches using an explicit style model are reported
in the literature. This is most likely due to the fact that
it is not obvious, how such a model could be defined in a
segmentation-free framework.

A style model used in a statistical handwriting recog-
nition system would be required to deliver a probability
estimate for a given feature vector sequence belonging
to some style class. This behaviour can effectively be
described by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). Such
models are very popular in automatic speaker recognition
where the task is quite similar: Given the representation
of speech as feature streams the model is used to decide
for one of a set of known speakers (cf. [8]). The GMM-
decisions for some broad model category can rather eas-
ily be combined with a subsequent segmentation process
based on HMMs (cf. e.g. [7]).

3. Baseline Recognition System

Our baseline system for unconstrained handwritten
text recognition is a state-of-the-art segmentation-free rec-

ognizer. It is based on HMMs and was successfully ap-
plied to challenging writer-independent recognition tasks
[11, 12].

After text lines are extracted from the document image
the handwriting is normalized with respect to skew, base-
line orientation, and slant. Additionally, a re-sizing of the
line images is performed trying to normalize the character
width by scaling the image such that the average distance
between local minima of the text contour equals a certain
parameter (25 pixels).

After binarization of the normalized text lines frames
of constant width (4 pixels) and of the height of the text
line are extracted with some overlap (2 pixels). Per frame
9 geometric features (cf. [11]) together with a discrete ap-
proximation of their first order derivatives are computed.

The writing model consists of semi-continuous HMMs
with Bakis-topology and a varying number of states for
context independent characters (both upper and lower
case), numerals, punctuation symbols, and white space
(75 models in total). The models’ emissions in the 18-
dimensional feature space are described by state-specific
continuous mixtures based on a shared set of component
densities (Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices).

4. Style-based Handwriting Recognition

In order to reduce the variability in handwriting ap-
pearance to be captured by a writer-independent recogni-
tion system we propose to use multiple models for differ-
ent writing styles. As the models are then able to special-
ize on a specific “type” of variability the modeling quality
will be increased and, consequently, the recognition error
rate will be reduced.

The use of style specific writing models requires two
main problems to be solved. First, styles have to be de-
fined and style models have to be estimated robustly. As
the explicit definition of writing styles is far from obvi-
ous and would also require substantial effort of an ex-
pert we decided to solve both aspects of the first problem
jointly and in a completely data-driven manner. Second,
writing models for specific styles need to be trained on
style-specific data. However, the focusing of the param-
eter estimation process on data from one style class only,
necessarily reduces the total number of samples available
for training. Therefore, care has to be taken when train-
ing style-specific writing models. In contrast to style-
independent models that can be trained from scratch on
the complete training data available the specific models
are derived from the baseline model by applying an adap-
tation scheme on the style-specific data.

Given a set of style models and corresponding style-
specific writing models its application for the recogni-
tion of an unknown piece of handwriting is quite obvious.
First, the data to be recognized is classified into one of the
established style classes by evaluating all available style
models in parallel on the feature vector stream. The style
model which delivers the optimum score for the test data
determines its putative writing style. The actual segmen-
tation of the text in question into words and characters is



then computed by using the style-specific writing model
identified in the previous style-classification step.

5. Learning Style Models

Reconsidering the baseline system for handwriting
recognition including the geometric features used (see
section 3) it becomes clear that the majority of writing
style variability can be observed at the level of feature vec-
tors. Hardly any normalization (except regarding slope,
slant, and size) is performed which stands in contrast to
alternative application domains of HMMs, e.g. automatic
speech recognition, where more abstract features are used.
Thus, the identification of distinct writing styles needs to
address the feature data directly.

In our approach we focus on learning explicit style
models, namely Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs),
which will be used for partitioning the original set of un-
constrained handwritten text with respect to certain writ-
ing styles. Thus, learning the models corresponds to a
clustering task. Since no prior knowledge regarding these
styles is available the learning technique is completely un-
supervised. As our data is organized in documents that are
split into text lines prior to recognition we analyze it at
the document level. Consequently, the aim of the learning
process is the detection of clusters within the correspond-
ing “document space”.2

The estimation of the GMMs is straightforward if the
style specific partitioning of the sample data is known in
advance. In this case standard approaches for mixture
density training, e.g. Expectation Maximization (EM), are
applied to the style specific training sets. However, this
procedure can not be performed if neither the necessary
sample set annotation nor the models required for obtain-
ing this annotation are known beforehand.

In [6] an HMM based, Lloyd like clustering procedure
was proposed which simultaneously determines the opti-
mal partition of a training set and, based on this, estimates
optimal models, in this case HMMs. Basically, model
estimation and evaluation is alternated until no substan-
tial differences between two succeeding annotations can
be encountered. Generally, this procedure is suitable for
GMMs, too. However, we found that the proposed ini-
tialization of cluster models by randomly partitioning the
training set is, in our case, not suitable. In fact only two
clusters could be established when using the abovemen-
tioned procedure which, certainly, does not properly cover
the actual writing style variability.

Generally, the initialization of the clustering process is
very crucial with respect to the overall quality of the style
models. If the partition of the training data used for updat-
ing the style model is too general no suitable clusters can
be identified because distinct models tend to capture all
style variation. In this case most of the training samples
will be assigned to a single (generic) style model which
is counterproductive for further writing style detection. In

2Note that this specialization is not a prerequisite for our method of
learning style models.

order to circumvent this erroneous generalization of par-
ticular style models we apply a bootstrapping procedure
which establishes reasonable partitionings of the training
samples using agglomerative clustering of more abstract
GMMs. Given this partitioning the final style GMMs are
estimated as in the straightforward approach.

Initially, for all documents of the training set specific
GMMs are estimated. Since only limited quantities of
training samples are available per “document GMM” the
number of individual Gaussians estimated is rather mod-
erate (a few dozens per model). In order to obtain these
document GMMs different approaches can be used. As
one example we applied theK-means algorithm docu-
ment specifically resulting in the desired initial models.
Alternatively, a global GMM covering all training sam-
ples was individually specialized applying Maximum A-
Posteriori (MAP) adaptation to every training document.

Given the set of document GMMs, in the next step all
training data is re-classified. The newly obtained annota-
tion of the training set can be used for re-initialization or
updating the particular models. Both steps are alternated
until convergence, i.e. until no substantial differences be-
tween two succeeding annotations can be observed. Note
that the number of iterations necessary until convergence
is usually very small. During clustering similar docu-
ments, i.e. those feature sets belonging to similar styles,
are captured by identical GMMs. Models that are not as-
signed to any document during re-classification are dis-
carded. Thus, the initial set of clusters (one per document)
is stepwise agglomerated.

The final partition of the training set is the baseline for
actually estimating style models. For every cluster of rea-
sonable size (in our case a minimum number of 10 doc-
uments per cluster) GMMs including either 128 or 256
Gaussians are estimated using theK-means algorithm.

Based on the final partition of the training samples
style specific writing models are created (see next sec-
tion). In order to use these specialized models reasonably
for unknown test data, generally, two application vari-
ants are possible. Either style models, i.e. the GMMs,
are applied beforehand explicitly subdividing the test set,
or the actual writing style decision is performed indi-
rectly by competitively evaluating the style specific writ-
ing HMMs.

6. Estimating Style Specific Writing Models

Given the partitioning of the training set obtained from
the clustering process as described in the previous section
style specific writing models are estimated. The straight-
forward approach for this is to initialize and train specific
writing models, i.e. HMMs, from scratch by individually
exploiting the appropriate sample data assigned to the par-
ticular styles during clustering.

However, for most practical applications the amount
of style specific training data is far from sufficient. Conse-
quently, robust model estimation can hardly be performed
successfully de novo. The beforementioned clustering ap-
proach is motivated by the fact that differences between



and specialties of certain writing styles become manifest
within the feature space. Thus, instead of exploiting style
specific data for complete re-estimation writing model
specialization can be achieved by modifying the under-
lying mixture density model of a style independent recog-
nition system usingadaptationtechniques.

One of the most promising approaches for the adap-
tation of mixture density based feature space represen-
tations for (semi-)continuous HMMs is the Maximum
Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) technique [4].
Originally developed for speaker adaptation of automatic
speech recognition systems the modification of the mix-
tures’ mean vectors is achieved using affine transforma-
tions. These transformations represent rotations and trans-
lations of the feature space estimated on small adaptation
sets. They can be generalized to groups of Gaussians in-
cluding densities not covered by the adaptation set via lin-
ear regression.

For style specialization we apply a single regression
class MLLR procedure (cf. [3]) to the reference recogni-
tion system (see section 3) exploiting the set of appropri-
ate style specific cluster data. This procedure is performed
for all clusters obtained in the previous step which, finally,
results in a set of style adapted writing models.

After adapting the baseline model towards specialized
writing HMMs using MLLR these models can be used di-
rectly as recognizers. However, we found that given the
adapted systems a complete re-initialization of the par-
ticular models followed by further Baum Welch training
with integrated MAP adaptation of the mixture densities
is more favorable. Compared to the results achieved when
directly using the adapted writing models the recognition
performance of those adapted models which were further
specialized is significantly better.

Intuitively the additional re-initialization and training
procedure seems needless since the actual writing style
specialization has already been performed by applying the
MLLR procedure using style specific training data. How-
ever, HMM and mixture density optimization severely de-
pend on proper initialization. Since the style related adap-
tation “pushes” the models towards “the right direction”,
i.e. towards the style specialties which are intended to be
specifically represented by the particular writing model,
further training is reasonable.

7. Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate our procedure for automatic writ-
ing style estimation with respect to improved handwriting
recognition we performed a series of writer-independent
recognition experiments on the IAM database [5].

The database consists of several hundred documents
of handwritten text scanned at 300 dpi which were gener-
ated by having subjects write short paragraphs of text from
several different text categories. The documents collected
represent truly unconstrained handwriting as no instruc-
tions concerning the writing style were given.

We used all documents from text categories A to D
(485 documents, 4222 extracted text lines) for training and

the documents from categories E and F (129 documents,
1076 extracted text lines) for testing.

During recognition for all experiments performed the
use of a lexicon or a statistical language model was de-
liberately avoided. The reason for this was to judge the
effectiveness of the writing style adapted system without
possible bias resulting from higher order models. Thus,
no restrictions were imposed on the hypothesized charac-
ter sequences. The performance was measured using the
Character Error Rate (CER) of the recognition results with
respect to the reference transcription of the data.

In table 1 the results of the particular experiments with
special focus on the effectiveness of different configura-
tions of the clustering process are summarized. Compared
to the CER of 26.8% measured for the reference system
(first row) all systems corresponding to writing style spe-
cialization perform significantly better.

Table 1 . Results of recognition experiments
# writing Clustering Configuration CER

styles (Seed Points GMM Estimation) [%]

1 Reference System (no style models) 26.8
HMM based style decision

4 K-means estimated GMMs 25.3
(128 Gaussians)

5 K-means estimated GMMs 25.1
(256 Gaussians)

5 MAP adapted from global GMM 25.8
GMM based style decision

4 K-means estimated GMMs 24.9
(128 mixtures)

5 K-means estimated GMMs 25.2
(256 mixtures)

5 MAP adapted from global GMM 26.2
2 Lloyd optimized from random 25.9

(K-means initialization)

As described in section 5 two variants of exploiting
the writing style differentiation can be used for the ac-
tual recognition phase (“HMM based style decision” and
“GMM based style decision”, respectively). Furthermore,
different initialization methods of the agglomerative doc-
ument clustering process aiming at GMM based style
models were evaluated (second column). Depending on
the clustering method different numbers of writing styles
could be extracted (first column). Additionally, in the last
row the results for a Lloyd optimization of two randomly
initialized writing-style models are given.

Analyzing the figures certain conclusions can be
drawn. Compared to the indirect style classification us-
ing the specialized writing models the explicit application
of the GMM based style models for sub-dividing the test
data beforehand is favorable. The most crucial part of the
overall style clustering procedure is its proper initializa-
tion. Based on document specific GMMs initialized us-
ing theK-means algorithm, the agglomerative clustering
procedure terminates with 4 suitable clusters. Using this
configuration and the GMM based writing style decision
relative improvements of approximately 7% compared to



the reference system can be achieved. Some randomly se-
lected sample text lines from the four writing-style clus-
ters obtained when using the best performing clustering
configuration (bold face in table 1) are shown in Figure 2.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our writ-
ing style specialization procedure including model re-
initialization and further training certain alternative esti-
mation procedures aiming at writing style models were
performed. In table 2 we compare the corresponding fig-
ures (CER). For all variants shown the clustering configu-
ration which performed best before (cf. table 1) was used,
i.e. 4 writing models were applied.

Table 2 . Evaluation results for writing model estima-
tion variants (best clustering configuration used)

Estimation of Writing Models CER [%]

1. MLLR adaptation of base system 27.3
2. Recognition
1. MLLR adaptation of base system 24.9
2. Re-Initialization
3. MAP based Baum-Welch Training
4. Recognition
1. MLLR adaptation of base system 25.9
2. MAP based Baum-Welch Training
3. Recognition

It can be seen that the application of the additional
re-initialization and further model training steps are very
effective for the improvement of unconstrained off-line
handwriting recognition.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new approach to uncon-
strained off-line handwriting recognition based on the ex-
plicit modeling of writing styles. Our method makes
use of models for writing-style classification and a corre-
sponding set of style-specific writing models. Style mod-
els are realized as GMMs which are estimated via an unsu-
pervised clustering procedure. HMMs are used for mod-
eling handwriting appearance in the feature space of our
segmentation-free framework. In contrast to our state-of-
the-art baseline system which uses only a single style- and
writer-independent writing model, the modeling quality is
improved by estimating style-specific writing models per
writing style identified by the GMM clustering method. A
significant reduction in character error rate of 7% relative
on a challenging writer-independent unconstrained hand-
writing recognition task from the IAM database [5] clearly
demonstrates the superior modeling quality achieved by
our style-based approach.
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Figure 2 . Samples from the 4 automatically generated writing-style clusters.


